Wednesday 3rd March
Letters and Sounds
Today there is a caption/sentence to write to practice the
or digraph.
I would like the children to write - The horn is on top of the
red fork.
But either of the two below are fine as they are still
practising or.
horn on a fork
The horn is on a fork.
Maths – Number
I would like the children to make up their own number sentences today
using the pigs and the fields from Monday. There is a sheet to write the
number sentences on but any piece of paper will do.
The children need to decide how many pigs to put in each field, count them
to find the total, then say and write the number sentence.
As a reminder I would say that the number of pigs in the first field is the first
number in the number sentence, the number in the second field is the
second number.

Say

5

7

12

5 + 7 = 12
Maths – Shape Space and Measures
We are going to be understanding and using positional language so that the
children can describe where things are using words such as behind, next to,
underneath.
This video is a fun way to begin.
Kids tv123 – Where’s the monkey?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idJYhjGyWTU
Firstly you will need the ‘placing the pig’ sheet and you are going to ask the
children to put the pig in various places around the house. This works on
their understanding of the words.
So you could ask them to put the pig –
On top of the house
Next to
Behind
Underneath
Below
Above
Inside
In front
Near
You could swap and your child could place the pig for you to describe so
that they can hear you say the words too.

Next, the children are going to try to use the words themselves. The second
sheet shows the pig in different positions and your child needs to tell you
where it is.
Pointing to the pig and saying ‘there’ doesn’t count!!
(This happens a lot!)
If they aren’t sure, tell them the word and then ask
them to repeat it.

You could just use the pig and house from above if you prefer. You place
the pig, your child says where it is.
If you would like to share some photos of your child’s learning, I would love
to see them or if you just need to ask a question, please email
eyrs@oldheath.essex.sch.uk

